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This book opens the door to a new interesting and ambitious world of reversible and quantum computing research. It presents the state of the
art required to travel around that world safely. Top world universities, companies and government institutions are in a race of developing new
methodologies, algorithms and circuits on reversible logic, quantum logic, reversible and quantum computing and nano-technologies. In this
book, twelve reversible logic synthesis methodologies are presented for the first time in a single literature with some new proposals. Also, the
sequential reversible logic circuitries are discussed for the first time in a book. Reversible logic plays an important role in quantum computing.
Any progress in the domain of reversible logic can be directly applied to quantum logic. One of the goals of this book is to show the
application of reversible logic in quantum computing. A new implementation of wavelet and multiwavelet transforms using quantum computing
is performed for this purpose. Researchers in academia or industry and graduate students, who work in logic synthesis, quantum computing,
nano-technology, and low power VLSI circuit design, will be interested in this book.
This book introduces a new set of orthogonal hybrid functions (HF) which approximates time functions in a piecewise linear manner which is
very suitable for practical applications. The book presents an analysis of different systems namely, time-invariant system, time-varying
system, multi-delay systems---both homogeneous and non-homogeneous type- and the solutions are obtained in the form of discrete
samples. The book also investigates system identification problems for many of the above systems. The book is spread over 15 chapters and
contains 180 black and white figures, 18 colour figures, 85 tables and 56 illustrative examples. MATLAB codes for many such examples are
included at the end of the book.
Over the past sixty years, the spectacular growth of the technologies associated with the computer is visible for all to see and experience.
Yet, the science underpinning this technology is less visible and little understood outside the professional computer science community. As a
scientific discipline, computer science stands alongside the likes of molecular biology and cognitive science as one of the most significant
new sciences of the post Second World War era. In this Very Short Introduction, Subrata Dasgupta sheds light on these lesser known areas
and considers the conceptual basis of computer science. Discussing algorithms, programming, and sequential and parallel processing, he
considers emerging modern ideas such as biological computing and cognitive modelling, challenging the idea of computer science as a
science of the artificial. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This text seeks to clarify various contradictory claims regarding capabilities and limitations of blind equalization. It highlights basic operating
conditions and potential for malfunction. The authors also address concepts and principles of blind algorithms for single input multiple output
(SIMO) systems and multi-user extensions of SIMO equalization and identification.
Graph Theory, Combinatorics and Algorithms: Interdisciplinary Applications focuses on discrete mathematics and combinatorial algorithms
interacting with real world problems in computer science, operations research, applied mathematics and engineering. The book contains
eleven chapters written by experts in their respective fields, and covers a wide spectrum of high-interest problems across these discipline
domains. Among the contributing authors are Richard Karp of UC Berkeley and Robert Tarjan of Princeton; both are at the pinnacle of
research scholarship in Graph Theory and Combinatorics. The chapters from the contributing authors focus on "real world" applications, all of
which will be of considerable interest across the areas of Operations Research, Computer Science, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering.
These problems include Internet congestion control, high-speed communication networks, multi-object auctions, resource allocation, software
testing, data structures, etc. In sum, this is a book focused on major, contemporary problems, written by the top research scholars in the field,
using cutting-edge mathematical and computational techniques.
Have you ever... - Wanted to work at an exciting futuristic company? - Struggled with an interview problem that could have been solved in 15
minutes? - Wished you could study real-world computing problems? If so, you need to read Elements of Programming Interviews (EPI). EPI is
your comprehensive guide to interviewing for software development roles. The core of EPI is a collection of over 250 problems with detailed
solutions. The problems are representative of interview questions asked at leading software companies. The problems are illustrated with 200
figures, 300 tested programs, and 150 additional variants. The book begins with a summary of the nontechnical aspects of interviewing, such
as strategies for a great interview, common mistakes, perspectives from the other side of the table, tips on negotiating the best offer, and a
guide to the best ways to use EPI. We also provide a summary of data structures, algorithms, and problem solving patterns. Coding problems
are presented through a series of chapters on basic and advanced data structures, searching, sorting, algorithm design principles, and
concurrency. Each chapter stars with a brief introduction, a case study, top tips, and a review of the most important library methods. This is
followed by a broad and thought-provoking set of problems. A practical, fun approach to computer science fundamentals, as seen through the
lens of common programming interview questions. Jeff Atwood/Co-founder, Stack Overflow and Discourse
Clearly, nature has been very effective in creating organisms that are capable of protecting themselves against a wide variety of pathogens
such as bacteria, fungi, and parasites. The powerful information-processing capabilities of the immune system, such as feature extraction,
pattern recognition, learning, memory, and its distributive nature provide rich metaphors that researchers are finding very useful for the
development of computational models. While some of these models are designed to give us a better understanding of the immune system,
other models are being developed to solve complex real-world problems such as anomaly detection, pattern recognition, data analysis
(clustering), function optimization, and computer security. Immunological Computation: Theory and Applications is devoted to discussing
different immunological mechanisms and their relation to information processing and problem solving. This unique volume presents a
compendium of up-to-date work related to immunity-based techniques. After presenting the general abstractions of immune elements and
processes used in computational models, it then— Reviews standard procedures, representations, and matching rules that are used in all
immunological computation models Covers the details of one of the earliest and most well-known immune algorithms, based on the negative
selection (NS) process that occurs in the thymus Examines promising immune models, including those based on danger theory, cytokine
network models, and MHC-based models The text goes further to describe a wide variety of applications, which include computer security,
the detection and analysis of anomalies and faults, robotics, and data mining among others. To enhance understanding of this emerging field
of study, each chapter includes a summary, review questions, and exercises for readers to practice; as well as issues that will require future
research.
7 69 6 A DESIGN APPROACH TO PROBLEM DIFFICULTY 71 1 Design and Problem Difficulty 71 2 Three Misconceptions 72 3 Hard
Problems Exist 76 4 The 3-Way Decomposition and Its Core 77 The Core of Intra-BB Difficulty: Deception 5 77 6 The Core of Inter-BB
Difficulty: Scaling 83 7 The Core of Extra-BB Difficulty: Noise 88 Crosstalk: All Roads Lead to the Core 8 89 9 From Multimodality to
Hierarchy 93 10 Summary 100 7 ENSURING BUILDING BLOCK SUPPLY 101 1 Past Work 101 2 Facetwise Supply Model I: One BB 102
Facetwise Supply Model II: Partition Success 103 3 4 Population Size for BB Supply 104 Summary 5 106 8 ENSURING BUILDING BLOCK
GROWTH 109 1 The Schema Theorem: BB Growth Bound 109 2 Schema Growth Somewhat More Generally 111 3 Designing for BB Market
Share Growth 112 4 Selection Press ure for Early Success 114 5 Designing for Late in the Day 116 The Schema Theorem Works 6 118 A
Demonstration of Selection Stall 7 119 Summary 122 8 9 MAKING TIME FOR BUILDING BLOCKS 125 1 Analysis of Selection Alone:
Takeover Time 126 2 Drift: When Selection Chooses for No Reason 129 3 Convergence Times with Multiple BBs 132 4 A Time-Scales
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Derivation of Critical Locus 142 5 A Little Model of Noise-Induced Run Elongation 143 6 From Alleles to Building Blocks 147 7 Summary 148
10 DECIDING WELL 151 1 Why is Decision Making a Problem? 151

Provides insight on both classical means and new trends in the application of power electronic and artificial intelligence
techniques in power system operation and control This book presents advanced solutions for power system controllability
improvement, transmission capability enhancement and operation planning. The book is organized into three parts. The
first part describes the CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC technologies, the second part presents the FACTS devices, and the
third part refers to the artificial intelligence techniques. All technologies and tools approached in this book are essential
for power system development to comply with the smart grid requirements. Discusses detailed operating principles and
diagrams, theory of modeling, control strategies and physical installations around the world of HVDC and FACTS
systems Covers a wide range of Artificial Intelligence techniques that are successfully applied for many power system
problems, from planning and monitoring to operation and control Each chapter is carefully edited, with drawings and
illustrations that helps the reader to easily understand the principles of operation or application Advanced Solutions in
Power Systems: HVDC, FACTS, and Artificial Intelligence is written for graduate students, researchers in transmission
and distribution networks, and power system operation. This book also serves as a reference for professional software
developers and practicing engineers.
Python Algorithms, Second Edition explains the Python approach to algorithm analysis and design. Written by Magnus
Lie Hetland, author of Beginning Python, this book is sharply focused on classical algorithms, but it also gives a solid
understanding of fundamental algorithmic problem-solving techniques. The book deals with some of the most important
and challenging areas of programming and computer science in a highly readable manner. It covers both algorithmic
theory and programming practice, demonstrating how theory is reflected in real Python programs. Well-known algorithms
and data structures that are built into the Python language are explained, and the user is shown how to implement and
evaluate others.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Experimental and Efficient
Algorithms, WEA 2005, held in Santorini Island, Greece in May 2005. The 47 revised full papers and 7 revised short
papers presented together with extended abstracts of 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 176
submissions. The book is devoted to the design, analysis, implementation, experimental evaluation, and engineering of
efficient algorithms. Among the application areas addressed are most fields applying advanced algorithmic techniques,
such as combinatorial optimization, approximation, graph theory, discrete mathematics, scheduling, searching, sorting,
string matching, coding, networking, data mining, data analysis, etc.
This book presents recent research on computational intelligence (CI) algorithms in the field of sport. In the modern age,
information technologies have greatly reduced the need for human effort in the carrying out of many daily tasks. These
technologies have radically influenced the lives of humans, and the information society in general. Unfortunately, these
advances have brought with them certain negative effects, including the encouragement of sedentary lifestyles and the
attendant health problems such as obesity that these engender. Other modern maladies, chiefly cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, and cancer, have also been on the increase. Today, sports are virtually the only activity that still connects
modern humans to their original lifestyle, which was based on physical motion. This book tears familiarizing sports
scientists with the foundations of computational intelligence, while at the same time presenting the problems that have
arisen in the training domain to computer scientists. Lastly, the book proposes the use of an Artificial Sports Trainer
designed to enhance the training of modern athletes who cannot afford the considerable expense of hiring a human
personal trainer. This intelligent system can monitor performance and design and direct appropriate future training, thus
promoting both healthy lifestyles and competitive success in athletes.
By providing expositions to modeling principles, theories, computational solutions, and open problems, this reference
presents a full scope on relevant biological phenomena, modeling frameworks, technical challenges, and algorithms. Upto-date developments of structures of biomolecules, systems biology, advanced models, and algorithms Sampling
techniques for estimating evolutionary rates and generating molecular structures Accurate computation of probability
landscape of stochastic networks, solving discrete chemical master equations End-of-chapter exercises
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are population-based, stochastic search algorithms that mimic natural evolution. Due to
their ability to find excellent solutions for conventionally hard and dynamic problems within acceptable time, EAs have
attracted interest from many researchers and practitioners in recent years. This book “Variants of Evolutionary
Algorithms for Real-World Applications” aims to promote the practitioner’s view on EAs by providing a comprehensive
discussion of how EAs can be adapted to the requirements of various applications in the real-world domains. It comprises
14 chapters, including an introductory chapter re-visiting the fundamental question of what an EA is and other chapters
addressing a range of real-world problems such as production process planning, inventory system and supply chain
network optimisation, task-based jobs assignment, planning for CNC-based work piece construction, mechanical/ship
design tasks that involve runtime-intense simulations, data mining for the prediction of soil properties, automated tissue
classification for MRI images, and database query optimisation, among others. These chapters demonstrate how
different types of problems can be successfully solved using variants of EAs and how the solution approaches are
constructed, in a way that can be understood and reproduced with little prior knowledge on optimisation.
This book presents tools and methods for large-scale and distributed optimization. Since many methods in "Big Data"
fields rely on solving large-scale optimization problems, often in distributed fashion, this topic has over the last decade
emerged to become very important. As well as specific coverage of this active research field, the book serves as a
powerful source of information for practitioners as well as theoreticians. Large-Scale and Distributed Optimization is a
unique combination of contributions from leading experts in the field, who were speakers at the LCCC Focus Period on
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Large-Scale and Distributed Optimization, held in Lund, 14th–16th June 2017. A source of information and innovative
ideas for current and future research, this book will appeal to researchers, academics, and students who are interested in
large-scale optimization.
Recently there has been a growing interest in the use of the biological immune system as a source of inspiration for
solving complicated computational problems. The immune system involves many information-processing abilities
including pattern recognition, learning, memory and inherent distributed parallel processing and for these, and other
reasons, it has received a significant amount of interest as a metaphor within computing. This emerging field is known as
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS), and applications of AIS include, machine learning, fault diagnosis, computer security,
scheduling, virus detection and optimisation.
"This book seeks to advance cutting-edge research in the field, with a special focus on cross-disciplinary work involving recent advances in
IT, enabling structural-health experts to wield groundbreaking new models of artificial intelligence as a diagnostic tool capable of identifying
future problems before they even appear"--Provided by publisher.
Evolutionary algorithms are general-purpose search procedures based on the mechanisms of natural selection and population genetics. They
are appealing because they are simple, easy to interface, and easy to extend. This volume is concerned with applications of evolutionary
algorithms and associated strategies in engineering. It will be useful for engineers, designers, developers, and researchers in any scientific
discipline interested in the applications of evolutionary algorithms. The volume consists of five parts, each with four or five chapters. The
topics are chosen to emphasize application areas in different fields of engineering. Each chapter can be used for self-study or as a reference
by practitioners to help them apply evolutionary algorithms to problems in their engineering domains.
The purpose of designing this book is to portray certain practical applications of nature-inspired computation in machine learning for the better
understanding of the world around us. The focus is to portray and present recent developments in the areas where nature- inspired
algorithms are specifically designed and applied to solve complex real-world problems in data analytics and pattern recognition, by means of
domain-specific solutions. Various nature-inspired algorithms and their multidisciplinary applications (in mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, machine learning, image processing, data mining and wireless network domains are detailed, which will make this book a handy
reference guide.
Global optimization is a branch of applied mathematics and numerical analysis that deals with the task of finding the absolutely best set of
admissible conditions to satisfy certain criteria / objective function(s), formulated in mathematical terms. Global optimization includes
nonlinear, stochastic and combinatorial programming, multiobjective programming, control, games, geometry, approximation, algorithms for
parallel architectures and so on. Due to its wide usage and applications, it has gained the attention of researchers and practitioners from a
plethora of scientific domains. Typical practical examples of global optimization applications include: Traveling salesman problem and
electrical circuit design (minimize the path length); safety engineering (building and mechanical structures); mathematical problems (Kepler
conjecture); Protein structure prediction (minimize the energy function) etc. Global Optimization algorithms may be categorized into several
types: Deterministic (example: branch and bound methods), Stochastic optimization (example: simulated annealing). Heuristics and metaheuristics (example: evolutionary algorithms) etc. Recently there has been a growing interest in combining global and local search strategies
to solve more complicated optimization problems. This edited volume comprises 17 chapters, including several overview Chapters, which
provides an up-to-date and state-of-the art research covering the theory and algorithms of global optimization. Besides research articles and
expository papers on theory and algorithms of global optimization, papers on numerical experiments and on real world applications were also
encouraged. The book is divided into 2 main parts.
Cluster analysis means the organization of an unlabeled collection of objects or patterns into separate groups based on their similarity. The
task of computerized data clustering has been approached from diverse domains of knowledge like graph theory, multivariate analysis, neural
networks, fuzzy set theory, and so on. Clustering is often described as an unsupervised learning method but most of the traditional algorithms
require a prior specification of the number of clusters in the data for guiding the partitioning process, thus making it not completely
unsupervised. Modern data mining tools that predict future trends and behaviors for allowing businesses to make proactive and knowledgedriven decisions, demand fast and fully automatic clustering of very large datasets with minimal or no user intervention. In this volume, we
formulate clustering as an optimization problem, where the best partitioning of a given dataset is achieved by minimizing/maximizing one
(single-objective clustering) or more (multi-objective clustering) objective functions. Using several real world applications, we illustrate the
performance of several metaheuristics, particularly the Differential Evolution algorithm when applied to both single and multi-objective
clustering problems, where the number of clusters is not known beforehand and must be determined on the run. This volume comprises of 7
chapters including an introductory chapter giving the fundamental definitions and the last Chapter provides some important research
challenges. Academics, scientists as well as engineers engaged in research, development and application of optimization techniques and
data mining will find the comprehensive coverage of this book invaluable.
The set LNCS 2723 and LNCS 2724 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference, GECCO
2003, held in Chicago, IL, USA in July 2003. The 193 revised full papers and 93 poster papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from a total of 417 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on a-life adaptive behavior, agents, and ant colony
optimization; artificial immune systems; coevolution; DNA, molecular, and quantum computing; evolvable hardware; evolutionary robotics;
evolution strategies and evolutionary programming; evolutionary sheduling routing; genetic algorithms; genetic programming; learning
classifier systems; real-world applications; and search based software engineering.
Mathematical methods and theories with interdisciplinary applications are presented in this book. The eighteen contributions presented in this
Work have been written by eminent scientists; a few papers are based on talks which took place at the International Conference at the
Hellenic Artillery School in May 2015. Each paper evaluates possible solutions to long-standing problems such as the solvability of the direct
electromagnetic scattering problem, geometric approaches to cyber security, ellipsoid targeting with overlap, non-equilibrium solutions of
dynamic networks, measuring ballistic dispersion, elliptic regularity theory for the numerical solution of variational problems, approximation
theory for polynomials on the real line and the unit circle, complementarity and variational inequalities in electronics, new two-slope
parameterized achievement scalarizing functions for nonlinear multiobjective optimization, and strong and weak convexity of closed sets in a
Hilbert space. /divGraduate students, scientists, engineers and researchers in pure and applied mathematical sciences, operations research,
engineering, and cyber security will find the interdisciplinary scientific perspectives useful to their overall understanding and further research.
This book includes original research findings in the field of memetic algorithms for image processing applications. It gathers contributions on
theory, case studies, and design methods pertaining to memetic algorithms for image processing applications ranging from defence, medical
image processing, and surveillance, to computer vision, robotics, etc. The content presented here provides new directions for future research
from both theoretical and practical viewpoints, and will spur further advances in the field.
This volume contains contributions from participants in the 2007 International Multiconference of Engineers and Computer Scientists. It
covers a variety of subjects in the frontiers of intelligent systems and computer engineering and their industrial applications. The book offers
up-to-date information on advances in intelligent systems and computer engineering and also serves as an excellent reference work for
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researchers and graduate students working in the field.
The work described in this book was first presented at the Second Workshop on Genetic Programming, Theory and Practice, organized by
the Center for the Study of Complex Systems at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 13-15 May 2004. The goal of this workshop series is
to promote the exchange of research results and ideas between those who focus on Genetic Programming (GP) theory and those who focus
on the application of GP to various re- world problems. In order to facilitate these interactions, the number of talks and participants was small
and the time for discussion was large. Further, participants were asked to review each other's chapters before the workshop. Those reviewer
comments, as well as discussion at the workshop, are reflected in the chapters presented in this book. Additional information about the
workshop, addendums to chapters, and a site for continuing discussions by participants and by others can be found at
http://cscs.umich.edu:8000/GPTP-20041. We thank all the workshop participants for making the workshop an exciting and productive three
days. In particular we thank all the authors, without whose hard work and creative talents, neither the workshop nor the book would be
possible. We also thank our keynote speakers Lawrence ("Dave") Davis of NuTech Solutions, Inc., Jordan Pollack of Brandeis University, and
Richard Lenski of Michigan State University, who delivered three thought-provoking speeches that inspired a great deal of discussion among
the participants.
Solutions to most real-world optimization problems involve a trade-off between multiple conflicting and non-commensurate objectives. Some
of the most challenging ones are area-delay trade-off in VLSI synthesis and design space exploration, time-space trade-off in computation,
and multi-strategy games. Conventional search techniques are not equipped to handle the partial order state spaces of multiobjective
problems since they inherently assume a single scalar objective function. Multiobjective heuristic search techniques have been developed to
specifically address multicriteria combinatorial optimization problems. This text describes the multiobjective search model and develops the
theoretical foundations of the subject, including complexity results . The fundamental algorithms for three major problem formulation
schemes, namely state-space formulations, problem-reduction formulations, and game-tree formulations are developed with the support of
illustrative examples. Applications of multiobjective search techniques to synthesis problems in VLSI, and operations research are
considered. This text provides a complete picture on contemporary research on multiobjective search, most of which is the contribution of the
authors.
Bio-inspired computational algorithms are always hot research topics in artificial intelligence communities. Biology is a bewildering source of
inspiration for the design of intelligent artifacts that are capable of efficient and autonomous operation in unknown and changing
environments. It is difficult to resist the fascination of creating artifacts that display elements of lifelike intelligence, thus needing techniques
for control, optimization, prediction, security, design, and so on. Bio-Inspired Computational Algorithms and Their Applications is a
compendium that addresses this need. It integrates contrasting techniques of genetic algorithms, artificial immune systems, particle swarm
optimization, and hybrid models to solve many real-world problems. The works presented in this book give insights into the creation of
innovative improvements over algorithm performance, potential applications on various practical tasks, and combination of different
techniques. The book provides a reference to researchers, practitioners, and students in both artificial intelligence and engineering
communities, forming a foundation for the development of the field.
Modern engineering processes and tasks are highly complex, multi- and interdisciplinary, requiring the cooperative effort of different
specialists from engineering, mathematics, computer science and even social sciences. Optimization methodologies are fundamental
instruments to tackle this complexity, giving the possibility to unite synergistically team members’ inputs and thus decisively contribute to
solving new engineering technological challenges. With this context in mind, the main goal of Engineering Optimization 2014 is to unite
engineers, applied mathematicians, computer and other applied scientists working on research, development and practical application of
optimization methods applied to all engineering disciplines, in a common scientific forum to present, analyze and discuss the latest
developments in this area. Engineering Optimization 2014 contains the edited papers presented at the 4th International Conference on
Engineering Optimization (ENGOPT2014, Lisbon, Portugal, 8-11 September 2014). ENGOPT2014 is the fourth edition of the biennial
“International Conference on Engineering Optimization”. The first conference took place in 2008 in Rio de Janeiro, the second in Lisbon in
2010 and the third in Rio de Janeiro in 2012. The contributing papers are organized around the following major themes: - Numerical
Optimization Techniques - Design Optimization and Inverse Problems - Effi cient Analysis and Reanalysis Techniques - Sensitivity Analysis Industrial Applications - Topology Optimization For Structural Static and Dynamic Failures - Optimization in Oil and Gas Industries - New
Advances in Derivative-Free Optimization Methods for Engineering Optimization - Optimization Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical
Engineering - Optimization of Laminated Composite Materials - Inverse Problems in Engineering Engineering Optimization 2014 will be of
great interest to engineers and academics in engineering, mathematics and computer science.
DPMax stands for 'dynamic programming to the max'. It highlights the graphical and textual analyses of 2 of the most common dynamic
programming algorithms: The Longest Common Subsequence and The Longest/Shortest Paths Using Weights. It takes a brief look at the
subjects of optimization and dynamic programming before delving into the core subjects of the book. It is a must-have for bioinformaticians,
computer scientists and molecular biologists.
From nature, we observe swarming behavior in the form of ant colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, honey bees, swarming of bacteria, and
many more. It is only in recent years that researchers have taken notice of such natural swarming systems as culmination of some form of
innate collective intelligence, albeit swarm intelligence (SI) - a metaphor that inspires a myriad of computational problem-solving techniques.
In computational intelligence, swarm-like algorithms have been successfully applied to solve many real-world problems in engineering and
sciences. This handbook volume serves as a useful foundational as well as consolidatory state-of-art collection of articles in the field from
various researchers around the globe. It has a rich collection of contributions pertaining to the theoretical and empirical study of single and
multi-objective variants of swarm intelligence based algorithms like particle swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony optimization (ACO),
bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA), honey bee social foraging algorithms, and harmony search (HS). With chapters describing
various applications of SI techniques in real-world engineering problems, this handbook can be a valuable resource for researchers and
practitioners, giving an in-depth flavor of what SI is capable of achieving.
The emergence of content- and context-aware search engines, which not only personalize searching and delivery but also the content, has
caused the emergence of new infrastructures capable of end-to-end ubiquitous transmission of personalized multimedia content to any
device on any network at any time. Personalizing and adapting content requires processing of content and recognizing patterns in users’
behaviour on the other. Personalizing and adapting the semantic content of multimedia enables applications to make just-in-time intelligent
decisions regarding this content, which in turn makes interaction with the multimedia content an individual and individually rewarding
experience. Highlighting the changing nature of the field, Advances in Semantic Media Adaptation and Personalization, Volume Two
discusses the state of the art, recent advances, and future outlooks for semantic media adaptation and personalization. Topics include:
Collaborative Content Modeling Automatic Content Feature Extraction to Content Models Semantic Languages for Content Description Video
Content Adaptation Adaptive Video Content Retrieval Content Similarity Detection Personalized Content Podcasting Adaptive Web
Interaction As content and service providers recognize the value of new services and new markets, they will invest in technologies that adapt
and personalize content. Industry, in response, has released new standards such as MPEG-7, MPEG21, and VC-1 that enable propagation
of semantic media, adaptation, and personalization. Consequently, a broad range of applications are emerging across many industry sectors,
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such as music, film, games, television, and sports. Bringing together insight from researchers and practitioners, this book provides a sampling
of the latest thinking in the field.

From the contents: Neural networks – theory and applications: NNs (= neural networks) classifier on continuous data
domains– quantum associative memory – a new class of neuron-like discrete filters to image processing – modular NNs
for improving generalisation properties – presynaptic inhibition modelling for image processing application – NN
recognition system for a curvature primal sketch – NN based nonlinear temporal-spatial noise rejection system –
relaxation rate for improving Hopfield network – Oja's NN and influence of the learning gain on its dynamics Genetic
algorithms – theory and applications: transposition: a biological-inspired mechanism to use with GAs (= genetic
algorithms) – GA for decision tree induction – optimising decision classifications using GAs – scheduling tasks with
intertask communication onto multiprocessors by GAs – design of robust networks with GA – effect of degenerate coding
on GAs – multiple traffic signal control using a GA – evolving musical harmonisation – niched-penalty approach for
constraint handling in GAs – GA with dynamic population size – GA with dynamic niche clustering for multimodal function
optimisation Soft computing and uncertainty: self-adaptation of evolutionary constructed decision trees by information
spreading – evolutionary programming of near optimal NNs
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of
Computer Science, MFCS 2006. The book presents 62 revised full papers together with the full papers or abstracts of 7
invited talks. All current aspects in theoretical computer science and its mathematical foundations are addressed, from
algorithms and data structures, to complexity, automata, semantics, logic, formal specifications, models of computation,
concurrency theory, computational geometry and more.
Metaheuristic ClusteringSpringer
This book describes the evolution of computer science in the form of seven overlapping, intermingling, parallel histories
that unfold concurrently in the course of the two decades. Author Subrata Dasgupta named the two decades from 1970
to 1990 as the second age of computer science to distinguish it from the preceding genesis of the science and the age of
the Internet/World Wide Web that followed-There is a significant difference between designing a new algorithm, proving its correctness, and teaching it to an
audience. When teaching algorithms, the teacher's main goal should be to convey the underlying ideas and to help the
students form correct mental models related to the algorithm. This process can often be facilitated by using suitable
metaphors. This work provides a set of novel metaphors identified and developed as suitable tools for teaching many of
the "classic textbook" algorithms taught in undergraduate courses worldwide. Each chapter provides exercises and
didactic notes for teachers based on the authors’ experiences when using the metaphor in a classroom setting.
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